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A study of ion sculpting dynamics in SiO2 and SiN using periodically pulsed ion beams reveals
material transport that depends strongly on the time structure of the pulsed beams. It is found that
significant nanoscale matter transport can occur over second long time scales after the ion beam has
been extinguished. A simple phenomenological model described the dynamics of ion beam sculpting in
terms of two material time scales. The model accounts for the surprising observation of enhanced
matter transport affected by pulsed ion beams over continuous ion beam exposure.
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acid, and then the oxide surface was cleaned by exposing
it to an oxygen plasma. Silicon nitride membranes were

FIG. 1. (a) Schematic cross section of a SiO2 or low-stress SiN
sample. (b) Schematic of the ion beam sculpting apparatus.
Kiloelectronvolt ion beams induce atomic scale re-
arrangements when they are incident on a material sur-
face by processes that include sputter erosion, atomic
displacement, ion implantation, surface diffusion, and
viscous flow [1–11]. The controllable, nanometer-scale
nature of these changes make ion beams an interesting
candidate for use as a nanofabrication tool. We recently
reported on how low-energy ion beams can be used to
fashion nanometer sized holes, or ‘‘nanopores,’’ in silicon
nitride membranes [12]. There it was shown that an ion
beam incident on a material surface stimulates the lateral
transport of matter into a preexisting hole, resulting in
the inward growth of a thin film from the hole boundary
that can ultimately form an extremely small hole in a
freestanding membrane when the process is terminated at
the appropriate time. We refer to this stimulated mass
transport process as ion beam sculpting to differentiate
it from sputter erosion.

Here we describe experiments using periodically
pulsed ion beams that directly probe the time scales for
materials transport on ion sculpted silicon dioxide and
silicon nitride. The measurements are the first demonstra-
tion that ion sculpting can be successfully applied to the
technologically important oxide of silicon, and they show
transport time scales that are surprisingly long, indicat-
ing that these materials do not relax to their equilibrium
condition until seconds after the stimulating ion beam
has been extinguished.

Samples for ion beam sculpting [Fig. 1(a)] were pre-
pared as 500 nm thick, freestanding SiO2 or SiN mem-
branes supported on a silicon frame. The SiO2 membranes
were thermally grown on Si (100) substrates, then capped
for further processing by depositing 200 nm of Si3N4 by
low pressure chemical vapor deposition (Silicon Quest
International). Photolithography and anisotropic wet
chemical etching of silicon were used to create the free-
standing 90 �m� 90 �m membranes. The Si3N4 cap-
ping layer was removed by etching in hot phosphoric
0031-9007=02=89(27)=276106(4)$20.00 
fabricated by first depositing 500 nm of low stress SiN
directly on Si (100) substrates by low pressure chemical
vapor deposition (LPCVD) followed by similar photoli-
thography and etching steps as used on the oxide. A single
initial hole of �70 nm diam was then milled through the
center of the SiO2 or SiN membranes using a focused ion
beam (FIB) machine.

The apparatus used to fabricate nanopores and study
ion-stimulated material transport is shown in Fig. 1(b). A
3 keV argon ion beam impinges on the sample surface in
the normal direction. Sample surface charge neutrality
is maintained using a low-energy electron beam. The
ions transmitted through the open hole are detected by
a Channeltron single ion detector after electrostatic
focusing and energy selection. Because the transmitted
ion current is directly proportional to the area of the hole,
the ion beam flux can be determined by dividing the
initial ion beam count rate by the initial hole size, as
measured by transmission electron microscopy (TEM).
The periodic time structure of pulsed ion beams is con-
trolled by electrostatically deflecting the beam on and off
the sample for the desired ‘‘on’’ and ‘‘off ’’ times (Ton and
Toff , respectively) that are indicated in the experimental
results and equations presented below. Pulses of 200 V
2002 The American Physical Society 276106-1
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applied to deflection plates at the exit port of the ion gun
steer the beam �5 mm away from the hole within one �s.

The effect of the ion beam time structure on ion beam
sculpting dynamics is illustrated by the closing rate
of a 55 nm hole in SiO2, at 28 �C exposed to a pulsed
beam with a range of Toff shown in Fig. 2(a). In this
experiment, the flux during Ton was kept constant at
15:7 Ar� nm�2 s�1 and Ton was 0:1 s per cycle throughout
the experiment. The initial duty cycle of the beam was
Ton � 0:1 s, Toff � 0:9 s. Without interrupting the experi-
ment, Toff was changed to 0.1, 1.9, 0.1, 0 (continuous
exposure), 0.9, 0.1, and then 0.4 s for 100 cycles each.
The hole area clearly decreases with ion beam exposure at
a rate that depends on Toff . Whereas the continuous beam
tends to open the hole, remarkably a pulsed beam with
Toff � 0:1 s acts to close it. We refer to the hole area
decrease per unit fluence of the incident ion beam as the
hole closing efficiency. This is the negative slope in
Fig. 2(a). It is clearly an increasing function of Toff up
to 1–2 s. The ion beam exposure can be terminated when
the ion transmission rate through the hole reaches an
appropriate threshold that results in a hole of the desired
size with nanometer precision. The TEM image of a
FIG. 2. (a) Toff dependence of ion beam sculpting in SiO2.
The area of a hole in a SiO2 membrane is plotted as a function
of fluence from a periodically pulsed, 15:7 Ar� nm�2 s�1 ion
beam. Ton was held constant at 0.1 s while Toff was varied as
indicated. A before (b) and after (c) TEM image of a typical,
74 nm wide, FIB made hole in SiO2 that was made to con-
trollably shrink to 5 nm by low-energy ion irradiation.
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typical FIB made hole in a SiO2 membrane is presented
in Fig. 2(b). The ion-stimulated thin film growth over this
hole was terminated such that the 5 nm nanopore shown
in Fig. 2(c) was created.

Results for a SiN hole reveal a very similar duty-cycle
dependence to SiO2. Figure 3 shows the closing efficiency
of a 100 nm hole in SiN at 28 �C, measured for a variety
of Toff with a flux of 11:2 Ar� nm�2 s�1 during Ton. The
hole closing efficiency clearly increased Toff was in-
creased from 0.5 through 1.5 and 3.5 s and was unchanged
at 5.5 s while Ton was held constant at 0.5 s. Note also that
continuous ion beam exposure opened the hole at 28 �C.
The lateral transport of matter can be ‘‘frozen out’’ at low
temperatures to provide a measure of the sputter erosion
pore opening rate. The last data segment of Fig. 3 shows
that the Ton � 0:1 s, Toff � 0:9 s pulsed beam that closed
the hole at 28 �C increased its radius at a rate of 1:06�
10�2 nm=�Ar�nm�2	 at �100 �C.

We have found that the closing efficiency measured at a
fixed flux and temperature can be influenced by the initial
condition of the hole, including its size and surface topog-
raphy for both SiO2 and SiN. A large initial hole,
�150 nm for example, can be opened under the same
conditions that would close a smaller, �50 nm, hole. The
closing efficiency can be enhanced to promote hole clos-
ing by lowering the ion flux or raising the temperature.
The duty-cycle dependence of the closing efficiency re-
mains an increasing function of Toff regardless of flux,
temperature, or initial condition of the hole.

On the microscopic scale, ion beam sculpting may
involve the motion of independent atoms along the sur-
face of the material or the collective motion of many
atoms in a surface layer to account for the lateral trans-
port of matter under the influence of low-energy ion
FIG. 3. Duty cycle dependence of ion sculpting in SiN. The
area of a hole in a SiN membrane is plotted as a function of
fluence from a periodically pulsed, 11:2 Ar� nm�2 s�1 ion
beam. The duty cycle corresponding to each segment of the
curve is indicated by Ton and Toff . The hole opening effect of
sputter erosion is measured in the final (rightmost) segment by
reducing the sample temperature to �100 �C, where the lateral
transport of matter is frozen out.
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beams. Elements of these two views, embodied in surface
diffusion [7,8] and viscous flow models [10,11,13–15],
may be needed for a full understanding of the ion beam
sculpting phenomenon. To describe the time-dependent
behavior of ion beam sculpting here, at first ignoring
the effect of sputter erosion, we parametrize material
response with a rise time, �rise, and decay time, �decay.
Within this time scale description the closing rate of the
hole approaches a steady-state (continuous beam) value
�dA=dt	ss as 
1� e�t=��rise	��dA=dt	ss when the ion beam
is turned on, and decays as e�t=��decay	 when the beam is
276106-3
turned off. An exponential rise and decay of the hole
closing rate is the simplest phenomenological model
that incorporates material response time scales. Such
time scales are common to microscopic models that are
the most likely candidates to describe the ion sculpting
phenomenon, including surface diffusion or viscous flow
models. We require that the closing rate be a continuous
function of time that we assume reaches a quasisteady
state condition where the closing rate at the beginning of
each pulse (time t � 0 in the equations below) is the same.
Under these conditions the closing rate of the hole area,
A, is given by
dA
dt

�

�
dA
dt

�
ss

�
1� e�t=�rise

�
1� e�Toff=�decay

1� e��Toff=�decay	��Ton=�rise	

��
; 0 � t < Ton; (1a)

dA
dt

�

�
dA
dt

�
ss

�
1� e�Ton=�rise

�
1� e�Toff=�decay

1� e��Toff=�decay	��Ton=�rise	

��
e��t�Ton	=�decay ; Ton � t � Toff : (1b)

A hole closes over the entire beam pulse cycle, therefore the total area change induced by the ion beam must be
integrated over Ton [Eq. (1a)] and Toff [Eq. (1b)]. The theoretical closing efficiency in the absence of sputter erosion, �, at
flux  becomes

� �
1

Ton

Z
cycle

dA
dt

dt �
1



�
dA
dt

�
ss

�
1�

��decay � �rise	

Ton

�1� e�Ton=�rise	�1� e�Toff=�decay 	

1� e��Ton=�rise	��Toff=�decay	

�
: (2)
Equation (2) accounts for duty-cycle dependence in ion
beam sculpting through the relative lengths of the mate-
rial response time scales. The experimental results pre-
sented in Figs. 2 and 3 suggest that the intrinsic (beam
off) �decay of both SiO2 and SiN is 1–2 sec, and fitting the
results to the exponential time scale model predicts that
�rise must be shorter than �decay.

A microscopic model for ion beam sculpting based on
the surface diffusion of ion-stimulated mobile species
[12] predicts that �rise decreases with increasing flux.
The mechanism relies on incoming ions ejecting mobile
surface species, thereby reducing the intrinsic time such
species can contribute to matter transport. No detailed
model has yet been developed to describe ion beam
sculpting in terms of ion-induced viscous flow. It is un-
likely that any microscopic model based on the sputter
redeposition of matter could account for the time scales
involved in ion beam sculpting. Ion sputter erosion is
known to arise from momentum transfer in atomic colli-
sion cascades that last on the order of a picosecond
[16,17]. The time scale for a material to respond in
ion beam sculpting is unusually long— on the order of
seconds.

The extent to which the ion beam reduces �rise relative
to �decay can be tested within the time scale model by
measuring the ratio of � for a continuous to a pulsed
beam. The expression for � from Eq. (2) is approximated
by �dA=dt	ss

�1
1� ��decay � �rise	��decay � �rise	
�1� for

a pulsed beam where Ton and Toff are the same and much
shorter than �decay or �rise. The hole closing efficiency for
a continuous beam is �dA=dt	ss�1. As �rise decreases, the
closing efficiency of the pulsed beam should tend to twice
that value, regardless of the material. This prediction is
surprising because it implies that the same amount of
hole closing can be induced by half the ion fluence
in the same amount of time by using a periodically
pulsed beam.

Figure 4 shows the closing efficiency of a quickly
pulsed beam relative to a continuous beam for SiO2 and
SiN. The experiment was performed by switching be-
tween continuous ion beam exposure and a periodically
pulsed beam with Ton � Toff � 10 ms. The incident ion
flux was 8:3 Ar� nm�2 s�1 for the nitride sample and
2:2 Ar� nm�2 s�1 for the oxide sample. The closing effi-
ciency was clearly enhanced by the periodically pulsed
beams in both materials. For SiO2, the measured value in
units of nm2=�Ar�nm�2	 increased from 0.3 (continuous
beam) to 1.4 (pulsed beam). The measurement was re-
peated on the same SiO2 sample to find an increase in
closing efficiency from 0.5 (continuous beam) to 1.3
(pulsed beam). The measured closing efficiency for SiN
increased from 1.6 (continuous beam) to 5.8 (pulsed
beam), then returned to 3.5 when the continuous beam
measurement was repeated.

The time scale model predicts � should be enhanced for
a pulsed beam versus a continuous beam by a factor of 2 if
�rise  �decay, and again neglecting sputter erosion ef-
fects. The observed closing efficiency enhancement fac-
tors of 3.4 for the SiO2 sample, and 2.3 for the SiN sample
were obtained by averaging the slopes for continuous or
pulsed segments of the data from the beginning and the
276106-3



FIG. 4. Comparison of ion sculpting efficiencies of pulsed
and continuous ion beams in SiN and SiO2. The area change
of a hole induced per unit fluence is measured to be greater for a
Ton � Toff � 10 ms periodically pulsed ion beam than for
continuous ion beam exposure in both SiO2 and low stress
SiN, as indicated on the curves.
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end of each experiment. These likely differ due to a
radius-dependent sputter erosion contribution and surface
material changes induced by significant argon irradiation.
To compare the measured hole closing efficiencies with �,
we must now subtract the competing effect of pore open-
ing caused by sputter erosion from the experimental data
by using the low temperature data in Fig. 3. Sputter
erosion is assumed to contribute a constant radial hole
opening rate of 1:06� 10�2 nm=�Ar�nm�2	 since the
sputter yields of SiO2 and SiN are very similar [18],
weakly flux dependent [19], and presumed to be indepen-
dent of duty cycle. The experimental �-enhancement fac-
tors are 1.3 for the SiO2 experiment and 1.8 for the SiN
experiment. These values are still less than the predicted
value of 2 because �rise, although significantly diminished
relative to �decay, is not negligibly small. From Eq. (2),
we calculate that �rise is reduced to 0.6 times �decay for
SiO2 by a 2:2 Ar� nm�2 s�1 ion beam. Similarly, an
8:3 Ar� nm�2 s�1 ion beam reduces �rise to one eighth
�decay for SiN.

In conclusion, we have shown that the dynamics of
hole closing in SiO2 and SiN are strongly dependent on
the rest time between ion beam pulses, implying that a
significant amount of hole closing occurs when no beam
is incident on the material surface. The effect can be
276106-4
described by an exponential rise and decay of the hole
closing rate. This work is relevant to nanofabrication
because ion beam time structure affects the degree of
matter transport induced by a given dose. It can even
determine the direction of transport by influencing the
competition between ion-induced lateral matter transport
and sputter erosion processes. We already exploit these
effects in the fabrication of solid-state nanopores used in
single-molecule biological studies.
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